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Introduction

Hopi is spoken by several tens of thousands of people in the north-

east part of Arizona, north of Wtaslow [litref. 1,5,8,9]. It is a

separate branch of Uto-Aztecan, having no dose relatives. Other

well-known Uto-Aztecan language ire Aztec, with about a million

speakers in Mexico and Stoshofw/Cfrnanche, with several thousand

speakers in various places in the US.

All Uto-Aztecan languages ait closely related, so much so that the

relationship is obvious even to floo-linguists. Figure 1 shows the

structure otlhe Uto-Aztecan gmf^lfving languages only) [litref.

6,7]. The differences in the graft apt comparable to those between

Germanic languages: Hopi differ* from Aztec ajtauUas much as

English differs from German, as far m such things can be measured.

It is very likely that the Uto-Aztecan languages as a group are related

to the Tanoto languages Cbisst^l^Mirei i^ia'^eiitiait: KJowi), but the

exact relationship is still being researched.

Hopi exists in three dialects, calfcd 'First Mesa\ 'Second Mesa9

and 'Third Mesa9

; the names indicate whete cyactly the dialects are

spoken. The difference between the dialects is not larger than that

between British and American , English Although Hopi is not an

endangered language at the morrient, preseAt-day Hopi has absorbed a

large amount of English vocabulary; this effect has been ignored in

this survey. Hopi means '(well^halyed* jn Hopi [litref. 4].

The Hopi and their language have been the subject of extensive

research in the relation between language and culture [litref. 3,4]. As
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Figure 1— Structure of the Uto-Aztecan group

a result of this, Hopt has gotten the name of being a very 'special'

language, of almost mystical qualities. There is little in the language

to justify this notion; Hopi is an average Uto-Aztecan language, with

no extreme and few special features. Its often cited system for mak-

ing time-related distinctions is, though not identical to that of most

Indo-European languages, not unusual as languages go, and certainly

stronger than that of many other languages, for example, Indonesian.

One of its most striking features is its extensive set of words for spa-

tial relations [lit.ref. 2], which include words like tump = at the mesa



edge. It seems reasonable that such words come in handy when you

live near precipices. This does not necessarily mean that Whorfs
conclusions are wrong, but it does mean that Hopi cannot serve as the

exclusive foundation. For an analysis, and mostly rejection, of the

"mesh of myths around Hopi', see [lit.ref. 4].
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